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Abstract 
This paper is an empirical review of the functional roles of traditional African 

festivals with a focus on Erishi festival of Ase in Ndokwa East Local Government 

Area of Delta State, Nigeria. However, it is most worrisome to observe that some 

scholars of African tradition downcast the potential of festivals, because they seem 

not to have an appreciable knowledge of the benefits derived from it or the 

functional roles they play beyond their entertainment aspects alone. The 

stronghold of this research thrusts on the literary or analytical methodology, while 

the findings show that African indigenous festivals carry a lot of benefits, as well 

as play functional roles to the host communities. It is recommended that scholars 

of African tradition should look beyond the entertainment aspects of these 

festivals, because they are capped with a lot of cultural values that can bring about 

socio-cultural transformation of the immediate environments of her citizenry.  
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Introduction 

Scholarships have proven that African traditional ritual festivals or ceremonies that are 

indigenous to Africans carry a lot of benefits. In fact, these rituals, festivals and ceremonies 

have been known to play functional roles that keep the different beliefs of the people alive. 

But most worrisomely observed is that some scholars of African tradition who seem not to 

have an appreciable knowledge of these festivals beyond their entertainment aspects 
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alone, downcast their potentials or for mere revulsion failed to see these festivals as agents 

of social reconstruction especially from the socio-cultural and moral values they possess. 

Take for example Erishi festival of Ase in Ndokwa East Local Government Area of Delta 

State, Nigeria. This festival transcends mere entertainment it is of course celebrated in 

keeping with the covenants of the water people, a pact that connects the Erishi myth and 

the people’s existence. The festival is also a supplication to three deities representing a 

fundamental part and definition of the people’s universe. These supernatural forces are 

strongly believed to imbue the people with spiritual gifts of fertility, bountiful harvest and 

the extermination of evil forces within their world view. However, within the known 

records several attempts have been made to examine Erishi and its uniqueness along the 

reconstructive value of its long standing history as an agent of cultural change that is what 

this paper submits.       

 

To embark on a scholarly empirical review of this nature, it will be pertinent to take a 

cursory look at the geographical placement of the people of Ase, and to make an incursion 

into the origin of the Erishi festival and its role or benefits to the people, and finally its 

correlation with festivals or ceremonies of other extraction within the Nigeria context. 

Erishi festival is an age long tradition of the Eboh(s) living in Ase community in Delta State, 

Nigeria, this festival has remained exclusively their identity for ages even with the threats 

of western orientations and practice. The enclave called Ase is located in the old Aboh 

Division in the former Mid Western Region or in the defunct Bendel State now Delta State. 

Nigeria. Presently, Ase occupies an area within the eastern shores of Ndokwa East Local 

Government Area in Delta State, this community seats at the bank of Ase River which butts 

from the great and vast River Niger at Asaba-Ase (a hamlet and commercial hub of Ase 

town). According to Emiri (2010), “ Ase is part of the very fringes of the south western 

border, covering an area more oblong than obtuse of about 36 square kilometers of land 

and water” (p.631). The Ase River flows eastwards emptying into the River Niger with its 

source at Ose-Umu in Agbor-Alidinma in Ika North East Local Government Area of Delta 

State. The language of the Ase people is the eboh dialect, however talking the eboh does not 

mean speaking Aboh people’s language the LGA headquarters or subjecting Ase to Aboh 

as most people think. The eboh dialect is the language of the ethnic grouping called the 

Ndiosimili which Ase represent as one of the many towns and villages along the east of the 

Niger that belong there. Although, the Ase people are privileged to enjoy a second and a 

third language (Isoko & Ijaw) due to a common boundary which has endeared them the 

positions of chief neighbour. Ase is predominantly placed in the rain forest belt 

surrounded by streams, creeks and jungle. In fact, this accounts for her occupational 

evidence as fishers, farmers, hunters and carvers, whom historically resided temporarily 

in thatches along the bank of River Niger, and later settled in Ase-upland with their 
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families when the strain of travelling the hinterlands and other extraneous factors became 

evident. Ase’s frontiers is bounded by hamlets, towns and villages like: Abari from the 

east, and in the south by Uzere and Aberuo, in the west by Ibedeni and Osafo, in the north 

by Torofani and Onya all in Delta State. These positions are given their placement and 

recognition from the vantage point of houses built across the town facing Ase River as 

north and south, irrespective of the actual “True North”. 

 

Origin of Erishi and the Erishi Myth 

Erishi is the main festival of the Ase people and it is observed annually when the rains have 

lessened or the period of high expectation of harvest, that is, between May and June.  

Although, the festival is gradually on its decline with its real origin becoming elusive, 

following issues of generational vacuum and uncertainties as life itself progressed with its 

numerous phases. However, this paper’s assertion above justifies the claim that some of 

the historical evidences verified may corroborate or conflict one another, especially when 

Emiri (2010) admits that, no matter how steadfast one is to stick strictly to the truth that 

there must remain a gulf between fact and imagination which necessarily exist in a non-

recorded account, handed down in bits and almost in a fable form. He writes further that, 

 

The basic facts of any medieval history are usually small or few, but 

incontrovertible… The fact though with all history, is that is usually 

tainted, never 100% accurate – only God could be that – either due to loss 

of memory due to non-recording, or if recorded, largely due to doctoring, 

the case of the Holy Bible and other human guide book of God and man, 

usually to suit convenience of the rulers or conventional society as 

perceived them (p.36). 

 

But one belief that still strongly hold sway amongst Ase(s) about the origin of Erishi is that 

it was bequeathed on them by the water people (mermaids), who in their bid to 

demonstrate their existence to the human society, revealed themselves to two fishermen 

who were later used as a representation of human society to establish a pact with the water 

world. These fishermen were imbued with the gift of the inner eyes (transcendental 

insight) to populate the evidences of their existence through the Erishi dance. In the same 

vein, Okpewho (1983) cited in Ukala (2010) also submits that; 

 

the same stories are told in a community with an infinite number of 

variations, and both the retailers and consumers may never tire of (it and 

this) goes side by side with the construction of relatively fresh tales (p. 23). 
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However, according to the quarter head of Ekukeni the Okpara Uku of Ase, in an interview 

on (22nd August,2017) says the most accepted myth surrounding the Erishi festival has it 

that, 

 

a fisherman from Ekukeni one of the four quarters of Ase was on a fishing 

expedition when he stumbled into a clan of water people playing the now 

Erishi dance, at first he never wanted to know who the devotees were 

because he was in a hurry to attend to his other fish traps, and also the 

other thinking they were normal persons performing a certain rite 

pertinent to their existence a phenomenon buried within our people’s 

universe. But with those piquant moments witnessed by the fisherman 

furnished  him with plenty of enchantment, and in that euphoria he made 

a mark on the spot whence he had watched them, an act very common to 

Africans especially used for sending signals/messages and identifying 

locations in those days. This he did, hoping to return later to enjoy what 

seemingly caught his attention. 

 

He continued that on returning to the spot he was totally bemused to find out that what 

had seem an empty space had  now become a river, and in his frustration he communicated 

his ordeal to a co-friend who encouraged him that they return  to the spot the next day. 

Though, locating the spot the next day posed a greater challenge than was expected, but 

when they eventually did, the water people had re-established their presence in the way 

and manner they did the previous day. Meanwhile, their astonishment was out lived when 

the water people followed the trail of their human smell which led to their capture;  

 

As the myth will have it, they were detained for spying on the water clan, 

and were later arraign before the court of the water people, judged and 

sentenced to reveal the true existence of their world to the human race, 

through the Erishi dance which will be marked at a certain time and season 

to re-establish their pact with humans (22nd August,2017) 

 

 This tale has remained fresh in the oral folk tradition of the Ase people, and again 

evidences from the above myth  is very well established, and represented  in the various 

carved Ishi Egwu (headpiece) that the Erishi masquerade adorn itself with during the 

festival, which symbolizes different aquatic creatures reflective of the water world. The 

Erishi festival is not just merely an entertainment art, but a rich cultural heritage of the Ase 

people that cements their pact with the water people, and their tie to three deities Igerige 

(the veteran of Ase traditional military might) Usuei (the benevolent goddess and the 
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harbinger of good tidings) Okpotu (the god of fertility) and Isuani (the village front or land 

of habitation)  and  their belief system, which also re-vibrate their social ethos and the 

relevance of the above as a linkage with the people’s universe. According to Okome (2001), 

in a source book titled: Studies in Arts, Religion and Culture Among the Urhobo and Isoko 

People, says that; 

 

There is a strong belief in the existence of a supernatural force which is 

insuperable and which controls the life of the people. It is also believed 

that this life force can be manipulated to man’s advantage by making 

appropriate sacrifice (p.640). 

 

The Erishi Masquerade Categories and their Social Functions  

1.     Enne: Enne the avenger for the jilted as fondly called is the masquerade that herald the 

festival season of Erishi . This masquerade is known for vengeance, its mission is always 

to take revenge on girls who have jilted its friends. But all in all, the appearance of the Enne 

masquerade indicates that Erishi festival has begun. 

  2.     Urudi and Ozo: These masquerades are the approved day and night spoilsports 

meant as side-shows and to pep up the season. Urudi and Ozo masquerade go around the 

village terrorizing youths, middle age adults, unmarried girls and ladies. These two 

masquerades are featured mainly to heighten awareness and the entertainment 

consciousness of the festival.  

 3.        Ubi: Ubi is a prophetic masquerade its prophesies are usually related to neglected 

sacrifices needed to be given immediate attention. 

  4.    Orubu: Orubu the Romeo is a masquerade clad identically like the Ubi . Orubu is 

known to embarrass every single girl in the arena with its love advances. In fact, it touches 

anything in feminine attire in their erotic zones as it breaks in and out of the crowd 

strutting with satisfaction. Orobu is used to shake up the spectators of the feminine gender 

since their reactions spur the males to equally appreciate or get involved in the 

performance.   

    5.    Ogoni and Ifiri: Both dancers are clad in fanciful attires of three to as many shades, 

depending on the wealth of the parents of the dancer. The Ogoni and Ifiri is mainly for 

entertainment. 

  6.    Mmanwu: The Ase Mmanwu carries an opposing binary image of life and death to the 

initiate and non-initiate alike (Umukoro,2015,p.48). This masquerade is used to instill 

morals and discipline among the different erring age grades in the community and in the 

case of grave injustice it is used to dispense justice. The Mmanwu‘s pronouncement is law 

because of its image presented to the people as the living-dead. 
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     7.    Ikpor: The Ikpor is another fierce masquerade like the Mmanwu that carries the aura 

of death, but the Ikpor is mainly used as community task force especially to redeem debt 

owed from a frail agreement or a fine imposed on an individual for his misdeeds.  

  8.    Ekeneke:. Ekeneke is a masquerade that stands on a carved flexible wood of about four 

to eight feet high, the Ekeneke is one single performer to behold based on its artistry on the 

performing arena.  Its appearance indicates that the festival is coming to a close. 

 9.    Owho: the Owho is another single performer and the real last performer in the Erishi 

dance categories. It is evidently the masquerade who closes the festival by sending 

everybody home forcefully. Its presence reminds the natives that they have long left their 

trades and farms unattended  its mission is to awaken the spirit of work in the people. 

After the Ekeneke have performed and is about to close Owho dashes in menacingly with a 

sharp cutlass threatening and chasing everyone still around. It knocks down anything in 

sight, but to prevent it from permissible havoc and destruction a long rope is strongly tied 

to its waist held by four strong men to check its excesses (Emiri,2010). 

 

In the light of the so many discussions on this subject, Doki (2006) has affirmed that nothing 

can exist for the sake of its own existence, and as such he has pointed out that ritual 

performances have the various roles they play in life of every society. He contends that 

 

On a more general platform, ritual across the   various cultures have 

certain functions they perform in the life and customs of the people ( p.70).  

 

The above assertion further corroborates this papers claim that the mythical Erishi’s 

celebration is burdened on a belief that reveals that the festival bring bountiful harvest to 

the people, exterminate evil forces and bless the people spiritually once celebrated. Erishi 

festival is the only source of venerating Ase gods (Usuei, Okpotu and Igerige) who the 

people believe are the proponent of peace, fertility and prosperity. Erishi is also celebrated 

to cleanse the land of social evil and to prepare it for another bountiful season, its 

celebration helps to achieve social cohesion and to reestablish a bond of unity among 

various families. Finally, Erishi festival is a source of social entertainment, its celebration 

pull sons and daughters of Ase home and abroad back home in the spirit of celebration 

and thanksgiving. 

 

However, to give credence to the aforesaid a look at the pantheon of the Okrika people a 

riverine community in Okrika Local Government Area of Rivers State, Nigeria will be 

imminent. In recent times the Okrika enclave has become a populous site for tourists, 

dramatists, historians and researchers alike, due to the attendant mysteries that envelop 

the ‘Odum festival’, coupled with the herculean academic material it provides for 
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intellectual discourse, especially as it relates to arts scholarship in general and African 

traditional ritual  performances in particular. According to Agha (2013), in a robust chat 

shared with an indigene of Okrika opines that; 

 

 the Odum festival celebrated every ten years, is more of a cleansing rite 

performed to ward-off evil forces and to cement the people’s relationship 

with the python deity, which has become a monumental edifice of 

historical, religious and of academic interest’(p.256). 

 

 More so, to demystify the mystery that envelop the performance of the python deity 

especially that which holds audience agog in awe over its puzzling performance atop the 

sea, is to be historically abreast with the original document about the mythical/historical 

python, believed to have assert its protective coverage over the people and their universe. 

Agha (2013) has also noted that ‘the series of the events in the festival are suffused in songs, 

chants, music, and incantations because all of these put together is believed to bring out 

the spiritual essence of the god’ (p.256). During Odum performance there is a clear 

indication of spirit possession which helps to strengthen the people’s belief in the 

spirituality of the festival. Odum’s appearance unleashes such an entranced effect on the 

audience and performers who reveals in their helplessness a state of ecstatic cry of pain 

and aggressive drumming reflective of  a change in personality, especially of an 

audience/performer who are enveloped in another world, or has lost every trace of their 

humanity. A major twist in this traditional ritual performance begins when the possession 

become weighty on the Odum carriers, and in that vein the python transits suddenly into 

an erratic one with movement intensely becoming undignified and un-rhythmic, best 

described as movement tending towards aggression. This outward display has clearly 

been revealed by a handful of interviewee, who affirmed that this point marks a change in 

the personality trait of the performer, so much so that even the native audience becomes 

so submerged in the performance since it has deified Odum in the spirituality of the 

communal interpretation of their existence, and the accepted mode of indigenous 

expression and spiritual involvement. A clear reference point according to record is the 

case of the Bonny people still of Rivers State, Nigeria, whose Odum was lost to the sea for 

not being able to handle the intensity of the spiritual involvement of the celebrant on behalf 

of the community. However to note, the concern of this paper is not a critique on Odum or 

its appraisal, but to identify its benefits, traditional functions, and the points of conformity 

with Erishi festival as an agent of cultural change and reconstruction.  

  

To advance further the claim of what Erishi and other shades of African festivals are 

capable of achieving within the general scope of this survey, another look at possession or 
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trance-like performance in the Niger Delta regions of Nigeria would be pertinent. First, 

take a close look at the Orukoro possession dance a ritual of the Ijaw’s among the riverain 

communities of Nigeria. In fact, It is often believed that Africans especially those living in 

the riverain communities see the water goddesses known as mammywota (mermaids) to 

have a certain power to betroth  themselves to humans of their choice, and after which 

establish them with the gift of an inner eye/ transcendental insight to see the future and 

extra terrestrial plane. Those invested with this kind of gift according to Adelugba (1981), 

easily become. 

 

Chief priest/ priestesses who at a certain season are possessed according 

to the choice of the god/ goddess be it in the ordinary or in a performance. 

He/ She is then thrown into trance characterized by ritual sacrifice, 

incantations, music, song and dance which propels the possessed to gain 

prophetic insight, communicating with man as a first person 

representative of the deity, and through the inspiring praise songs and 

chant of the god, the possession expands into ecstatic performance, thus, 

transforming the possessed into the essence of the god. A priest known to 

be old and weak or in his ordinary life as effeminate can automatically 

gain a transformation of a fierce, agile, bold and inspiring figure capable 

of commanding the whole worship (p.210). 

 

 But to the people, this cultural practice transcend just entertainment, the belief about the 

performance, is that, it is essentially a supplication to a super natural force against evil 

occurrences. This is the same point Horton (1981), made in his paper, ‘The Gods as Guests’, 

when he pointed out an aspect of Kalabari religious ceremonies, that it is strongly believed 

that a “correctly worded invocation and correctly chosen offerings will have an automatic 

effect in securing what benefits have been asked of the gods” (p.84). Horton opines that 

there is a clear manifestation of spirit possession in the worship of their many gods. Even 

when it takes the form of mime, masquerading and impersonation, they are all culminated 

in seeking the face or essence of the unseen god. Thus, in the words of Horton he says. 

 

 The key idea here is summarized in the maxim ‘it is with their name that 

the gods stay and come’. By ‘name’ in this context is implied any word, 

object, or act which can be taken to symbolize the god-either its name in 

the literal sense, the sculpture, the masquerade and its carved head-dress 

,or the sequence of action by means of which a human being represents it. 

For all of these, the fact of their presence or occurrence in a given place is 

enough to secure the presence of the god they refer to. Whether one utters 
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the name of the god three times, drums it three times, makes a new 

sculpture, and purifies an old one, dons a masquerade or act out behavior 

attributes to the god, one is doing something which brings him 

automatically close because it is his symbol. This is why the mime and 

masquerade are just as effective means of bringing the god into the 

community where they are performed as is the induction of possession. 

By ‘playing’ with his impersonator, the villagers are playing with the god 

himself no less surely than when they confront a possessed medium 

(p.91). 

 

Another instance of this claim is acknowledged by Amankulor (1981), in his paper on Ekpe 

festival or the Ekpe Cycle, which is the last activity and ceremony within the religious ritual 

year of Ngwa people of Umuahia and Owerri provinces. In fact, the ceremony is actually a 

thanksgiving prayer for the protection of the gods. According to Amankulor (1981), the 

greatest factor of the ceremony is the Ekpe masquerade which is;  

  

Developed into a most effective agency of Government...the cult became 

more significant than any king or government. At its height, it assumed 

legislative and judicial control of the community (p.133). 

 

Again, Onwuejeogwu (1969) in an essay titled “Bori Spirit Among the Hausas”, gives a 

comprehensive account of a typical Bori dance and its functional role in the life of the 

people. Onwuejeogwu (1969), cited in Adelugba (1981) expounds that the; 

 

Bori dances are held in time of national or communal crisis such as 

epidemic, the abandonment of an old town or the establishment of a new 

one, crop failure, lack of rain, when opening new and closing market, and 

on market days (p.205). 

 

Bori in recent times have taken a new face especially in its new political landscape of 

redefining the concept of freedom and individualism among the Hausas. This assertion 

becomes relevant in the light of the day, if taken aback to the factors that gave birth to the 

rise of nationalism and the developments of political parties in Hausaland. Notably, the 

role of the Magajiya and her followers which later metamorphosed into women’s wing of 

political parties they supported, have reigned supreme using the Bori dance and music as 

an instrument of winning client and also winning over members of political parties. 

According to Adelugba (1981), who reason that in Bori; 
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 Hausa women experience in fantasy the trappings of officialdom. They 

experience the world of men, the world of political power, and the world 

of supposed splendour that society has denied them (p.206).  

 

 Women are now known to use this dance as a weapon for subverting male subjugation, 

the Bori dance or public display has become a traditional tool of Hausa women who wishes 

to escape from a failed marriage. The fleeing wife awaits the opportunity of a public 

performance of Bori dance to initiate or gain a legal hearing and this is one of the 

advantages of Bori dance.    

 

Similarly, this discourse on functionality of festivals and ceremonies is widely resonated 

in another of Horton’s (1981) papers titled “The Gods as Guests: An Aspect of Kalabari 

Religious Life”, he averred that the ceremony of the coming of the “Dead Without 

Houses”, is performed with the intention that the spirits of the dead is capable of decreeing 

a spiritual blessing upon the household of the Kalabari people. The dead spirits in Kalabari 

cosmology are viewed as those “forgotten and neglected in the world because they have 

no descendants”. According to him, these spirits are assumed to be the most “despised 

and embittered denizens of the other world.  Hence they too must be collectively 

entertained, lest in their bitterness they upset the feast of their better-favoured 

companions” (p.93). Within same line of thought let’s take another look at the functional 

roles of festivals, ritual and ceremonies of different kinds, and the value they are capable 

of adding to the lives of its people or the host community. 

                

The Iri-ji festival of Nguru-Nweke in Igboland is a popular traditional belief and practice 

of the Nguru’s in Abor-Mbaise Local Government Area of Imo State, Nigeria. The Iri-ji 

which literally means “to eat yam” is celebrated annually to show gratitude to the 

traditional yam god Ahiajoku for a bumper harvest. But, according to oral tradition of the 

Nguru people, which has it that during the devastating years of prolonged famine in 

Nguru land, led the people to consult their gods through a diviner, and it was Ahiajoku 

“the yam god” that answered. He instructed them to sacrifice a son of the soil to stop the 

famine, but the elder’s initial disobedience increased the unexpected result of the famine 

until they did as demanded of the god. It was indeed a painful sacrifice but normalcy 

returned. The proceeds of the oral tradition have made Nze (1986) to argue that;   

 

Sacrifice must be a denial of both pleasure and pride, and in most cases 

should be painful service if its objectives must be realized in full..He 

asserts that it is a religious act in which an object is offered to supernatural 
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beings in order to build up, maintain or restore a right relationship of man 

to a pure and perfect order (p.63).  

 

This festival is known to have social undertone in the role it plays in the lives of the people 

of Nguru-Nweke in many ways. For instance, traditionally yam is treated as men’s and a 

man’s yam barn is used to measure his social status. According to Chukueggu and Obilor 

(2003), “farmers who harvest more than 12 barns of yam every season are usually initiated 

into the Ezeji (king of yam) society”. These calibre of persons are therefore invested with 

the right to organize the new yam festival every year. Lastly, the festival is believed to 

attract the ancestors who are expected to reward or send their blessings to their relatives 

they left behind, 

 

Another clear inference on the above can be derived from Emiemokumo’s (2003) paper 

titled, “Traditions of Origin of Izon Masks and Masquerade Festivals”. According to what 

he wrote on oral documentations confirm that stories are usually pitched on myth either 

short or long. But for the fact that the Izon mask and masquerade festivals are numerous, 

specific reference will be made on clans drawn from his paper like: Nembe, Kumbuewei, 

Oporomo and Apoi which are spread across Bayelsa, Delta and Ondo States of Nigeria.The 

origin of masking tradition in Kumbuowei clans situated in Delta and Bayelsa, are credited 

to three great hunters Gbaranbiri, Odogori and Akwabeni (Emienokumo,2003), who 

according to the myth witnessed the performance of the water-spirits in their hideouts, 

and later replicated same through the festival. This festival among the Kumbuowei clans 

is called the Gbaranbiri festival, named after the head of the three hunters that discovered 

it (p.43).While the mask and masking traditions of Oporomo clans are credited to three 

fishermen Daubiritimibi, Koo and Payegbagha who the myth pointed out had witnessed 

the performance of the water-spirits, and with their spiritual insight had populated its 

evidence through the festival. However, the Apoi clans believe that the origin of their 

masking traditions came with their forefathers, who migrated from the Izon Delta regions 

to their present location in Ondo State (p.43).Similarly, all Izon masks and masquerade 

festivals are believed to represent a channel for spiritual cleansing and to restore inter-

hemisphere balance and normalcy. For instance, part of the last day of the Gbaranbiri 

festival is dedicated to the sick especially children and prayers of healing are made to the 

water-spirit that the mask represents. Those in need of the fruit of the womb use the 

occasion to make supplication to the spirit, while others ask for inspiration, success and 

blessing in their various endeavours. It is on record that after the festival barren women 

are known to be blessed with children (Emiemokumo,p.46). 
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Conclusion 

This paper’s summation reveals that African indigenous festivals carry a lot of benefits, as 

well as play functional roles in the lives of her citizenry. It is therefore not surprising when  

Schechner establishes that theatre and performance are one and the same be it ritual, 

festival or ceremonies because, Horace and Aristotle have identified both as capable of 

achieving the same social functions such as: entertainment, celebration, enhancement of 

social solidarity, education, healing, and information aesthetics. all these performance 

types by implication play functional roles to their immediate society, while the theatre to 

borrow from Oga, Muller and Osha (1989) is “functional in that it can make statement with 

a view to forging an alternative society, maintaining the status quo, reflecting on the past 

or exploring man’s relationship with the visible and incomprehensible forces he is 

compelled to grapple with” (p. 80).  All in all, the various festivals and their benefits are 

inherent in the lives of the people.  

 

Recommendation 

This paper recommends that scholars of African tradition should look beyond the 

entertainment aspects of festivals in general, and rededicate themselves to intense research 

to unearth the functional roles of festival and the value they place on the people’s social 

cultural environment which is capable of enhancing growth and social transformation.     
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